How To: Access Online Subject Tutoring

1. We strongly encourage you to use Mozilla Firefox as your internet browser to access online tutoring to avoid potential connection challenges.
2. Go to https://tutoring.asu.edu. Either select the “Tutor Search” tab on the top or scroll down to “find a tutor” and click on ‘search now’.

3. You will now be on a page called “Tutor Search”.
4. Scroll through and select the course you are looking for tutoring assistance.
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5. Select ‘Online’ under type. You need to leave selections under “day” and “campus” blank.

Select Search Options

6. Click on the ‘Search’ button.
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7. Scroll down to see the days of the week and the time that the tutoring is available.
   To attend when tutoring is available, click on the ‘Sign up’ link on the right hand side.

8. You will be routed to an Adobe Connect landing page.

   ADOBE® CONNECT™

   MTC Summer Online Subject Tutoring

   Enter as a Student or Guest

   Name

   Enter Room

   Enter as an Instructor or Meeting Host (Required for hosts, recommended for registered users)
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9. Select ‘Enter as a Student or Guest’.

ADOBE® CONNECT™

.MTC Summer Online Subject Tutoring

Enter as a Student or Guest

Name

Enter Room

Enter as an Instructor or Meeting Host (Required for hosts, recommended for registered users)

10. Type your first and last name and click on ‘Enter Room’.

ADOBE® CONNECT™

.MTC Summer Online Subject Tutoring

Enter as a Student or Guest

Name: First and Last Name

Enter Room
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11. You will enter the Adobe Connect Room when online tutoring is open Tuesday or Thursday between the hours of 1pm and 4pm (Arizona Time).

12. You will need to log on to the Tutoring Queue to request assistance from a tutor. Instructions and the web address to do so are shared once you enter the online tutoring summer Adobe Connect Room.

13. Enjoy your tutoring!

14. If you encounter any other issues, please contact 480-965-7795 or 480-965-9072.

ALTERNATE WAY TO ACCESS ONLINE TUTORING CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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1. Go to https://tutoring.asu.edu/. Scroll your mouse over “Student Services” Scroll down and click on ‘Online Tutoring’.

2. On the side menu, select “Subject Tutoring”.


Online tutoring is free, and available to all ASU students, including ASU Online students. To get support with course concepts or with your writing, you can interact in real-time with a peer tutor—a ASU student who has successfully completed classes in which you are currently enrolled.

Access tutoring sessions from anywhere with only a reliable internet connection.

Using online tutoring is simple. You can listen and participate by using speech software or a text-based chat box. Your peer tutor will provide you with recommendations and feedback on your work.
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3. You can click on hyperlink “View the Schedule Here” to see what tutors are available for certain classes and the times they work.

4. To access online tutoring directly at this point, by selecting the “Adobe Connect” hyperlink.

5. Go to Step 7 on page 3 of this document and follow the rest of the steps.